Cool and Creamy
This needs 2 of you with no sense, and 2 cans of shaving foam. The tune is ‘Alouette’ Chorus:

Cool and creamy we like cool and creamy, cool and creamy that’s what we like best.
Would you like some on your head?
Yes I’d like some on my head!
On your head,
On my head (spray the one who’d like it on their head)
It then carries on alternating the sprayer and the sprayee and different parts of their bodies.

A very rude song to finish
There is a winding passage that leads up to my heart
And what comes down this passage is commonly called a fart
A fart is very useful, it sets the mind at ease
It warms the bed on Winter nights and disinfects the fleas!
A fart it is quite wonderful it’s made inside your belly
It passes through you bottom and it’s often very smelly
Everybody does them from vicars down to Queens
And you can do some corking chuffs if you’ve been eating beans
So hurrah for your methane, 3 cheers for your trumps
But if you strain a tad too hard………please check your pants for lumps!

Middlesex or Winnie the Pooh
Basically this is the same as Oggie Oggie Oggie with the words changed. Split the audience into 2
groups or the leader can speak and the audience repeat, whatever rattles your chain.

Middle middle middle, sex sex sex, middle middle middle, sex sex sex
Middle, sex,middle, sex
Middle middle middle, sex sex sex.
Or try
Winnie winnie winnie, Pooh Pooh Pooh etc…………
Joe
In this one the audience repeats each line straight after the leader and keeps the ever increasing
actions going through the whole thing.

Hi
My names Joe
And I work in a button factory
One day me boss says to me
Are you busy Joe?
So I says no
So he says push this button with your right hand.
As the song progresses, you add in more bits to push the button with until you are leaping around
like mad things. You can push buttons with almost anything including hands, legs, heads, tongues
(always a favourite) and backsides.

The Brutal Miner
(Each character in the skit has a distinctive sound to make when the Narrator says their name during the
reading of the skit. The Narrator should pause, after reading the name of each character so they can make
their sound and for audience reaction.)

Brutal Miner
Tired Wife
Lazy Son
Young Daughter
Beautiful Daughter
Handsome Harry
Car
Cat

---------

Grrrrrrrrrr
Oh dear
Snoring
Giggles
"Ahhhhh"
Ah Ha! (Panto style)
Honk Honk
Meow

Once upon a time, there lived a BRUTAL MINER, who had a TIRED WIFE,
a LAZY SON, a giggling YOUNG DAUGHTER, a BEAUTIFUL DAUGHTER and
their CAT.
On the other side of the mountain lived HANDSOME HARRY.
HANDSOME HARRY drove his CAR over the mountains and delivered mail for
BRUTAL MINER, TIRED WIFE, LAZY SON, YOUNG DAUGHTER, BEAUTIFUL
DAUGHTER and their CAT.
One day, the TIRED WIFE was cleaning the house. The BEAUTIFUL DAUGHTER
was helping her. The YOUNG DAUGHTER was playing with the CAT on the steps
and the LAZY SON was sleeping.
The BRUTAL MINER came out and kicked the CAT. The TIRED WIFE and the
BEAUTIFUL DAUGHTER rushed out with brooms and hit the BRUTAL MINER, but
this did not bother him.
He grabbed the TIRED WIFE by one arm and the BEAUTIFUL DAUGHTER by the
other and shoved them into the house. The YOUNG DAUGHTER tried to ran away
with the CAT but was too afraid, and the LAZY SON was still asleep.
Just then, HANDSOME HARRY roared up in his CAR squashing the CAT.
He then saw the BRUTAL MINER beating the TIRED WIFE and the BEAUTIFUL
DAUGHTER.
HANDSOME HARRY rushed to the rescue and grabbed the BRUTAL MINER and
threw him down the mine shaft.
The BEAUTIFUL DAUGHTER flew into the waiting arms of HANDSOME HARRY,
while the TIRED WIFE and the YOUNG DAUGHTER watched with enthusiasm.
The LAZY SON slept on. HANDSOME HARRY took the BEAUTIFUL DAUGHTER
in his CAR to this Cottage over the mountains where they lived happily every after.
THE END

SANTA
Divide the group into three smaller groups and assign each group one of the words listed below.
Read the story. After each of the words is read pause for the group to make the appropriate
response.

CHRISTMAS

-

‘Let it Snow’.

SANTA

-

‘Ho, Ho, Ho’

REINDEER NAME

-

‘I’ll pull Santa’s Sleigh’

One CHRISTMAS____ Eve the weather was horrible.
The snowstorm was so bad SANTA____ could not see past the front of his cherry
nose. What was SANTA____to do? He asked all of his reindeer for helpful ideas.
DASHER____ told SANTA____ he could try to fly extra fast. This would create
static energy, which would light up the sky. Unfortunately, even though
DASHER____ could dash very fast, it would not be fast enough.
DANCER____ and PRANCER____ found some CHRISTMAS____ tree lights to tie
to the sleigh, but as soon as SANTA____ and the reindeer were 100 feet off the
ground the cord came unplugged and they were in the dark again.
RUDOLPH____ who usually saved the day with his bright shiny nose had finally
gotten over his cold and now had a regular black nose like all the other reindeer.
VIXEN____and BLITZEN____ gathered up some tinsel that sparkled.
Unfortunately CUPID____ and DONNER____ who thought it was hay, ate it for a
late night snack.
Then COMET____ decided to shine the chrome on SANTA'S____ sleigh. It shone
so brightly SANTA____ could see for miles.
Everyone had a great CHRISTMAS____ that year thanks to COMET____ and some
elbow grease.

